
Spelling Lesson 19 – Harvesting Hope (The Story of Cesar Chavez) 

colorful  Sentence: A rainbow is a colorful arc in the sky.  Definition: having many bright hues or shades 

weakness  Sentence: I have a weakness for candy.  Definition: a person or thing that one is unable to resist or 
likes excessively  

movement  Sentence: The labor movement advocated fair pay. Definition: a cause put forth by a group of 
people  

endless  Sentence: The long school day seemed endless.  Definition: having no finish, conclusion or stopping 
point  

truthful  Sentence: It is better to be truthful than to lie.  Definition: being honest; not lying  

illness  Sentence: The doctor gave me medicine for my illness.  Definition: a disease or sickness; ill health  

cheerful  Sentence: I happily greeted him with a cheerful smile. Definition:  expressing joy and good humor  

useless  Sentence: A chair with no legs or back is useless.  Definition: of no use or purpose  

beautiful  Sentence: I find it beautiful, but he thinks it's ugly. Definition: pretty or delightful to look at  

restless  Sentence: The restless child couldn't hold still.  Definition: never, or unable to remain, still or calm  

clumsiness  Sentence: My clumsiness caused me to drop the vase. Definition:  awkwardness or heaviness in 
movement  

pavement  Sentence: There was a crack in the sidewalk pavement.  Definition: ground covering of cement or 
asphalt  

peaceful  Sentence: It was peaceful and quiet by the calm lake.  Definition: free from strife or turmoil  

fondness  Sentence: I have a fondness for puppies and babies.  Definition: a warm affection or love for 
something  

neatness  Sentence: Neatness is not one of my virtues.  Definition: the quality or condition of being neat  

speechless  Sentence: The surprised, speechless boy did not speak.  Definition: unable to talk for a bit, as 
when surprised  

statement  Sentence: She read her written statement aloud in court.  Definition: something stated or declared  

wasteful  Sentence: Using water carelessly is wasteful.  Definition: used in a way that squanders needlessly  

penniless  Sentence: We ran out of money and were left penniless.  Definition: without any money or finances  

treatment  Sentence: I underwent medical treatment for my illness.  Definition: use of a remedy on a patient 
to improve health 


